
All-in-One Interior 
Stain and Odor Protection 

The New Standard for Interior Protection 
Now you can upgrade to the New Standard for interior protection with our All-In-One Interior 
Protection product for your vehicle’s interior cabin, ventilation system, and trunk.
 
We’ve got you covered with warrantied protection of continuous resistance from stains 
and odor-causing microbes. The invisible barrier protects you and your passengers 24/7, 
providing the peace of mind we all deserve.

Easy to Apply Simply spray or atomize in to ensure the product is embedded in the fibers, 
applied to the ventilation system, trunk, and all the other hard to reach places other 
products can’t go.

Easy to Clean With this protective layer, surfaces will be easier to clean. Food, grime, dirt, 
or anything that might stick to a surface can be easily wiped away.

Environmentally Safe Does not contain or release harmful chemicals into the earth, air, or 
ozone, making this product environmentally friendly, and Hypergreen.

Covalently Bonds to the hard and soft surfaces of your vehicle, providing a superior 
protection barrier. Effective on vehicles: automotive, RV, emergency vehicles, mass transit, 
aircraft, watercraft, and much more!

Permanent Allergy Package for your vehicle.

Made inMade in
AMERICA

Your vehicle is a hot bed for odor-causing microbes. Protect it 
with our advanced interior performance protection product.

All-in-One Interior Stain and 
Odor Protection System

 
Video Resources 

Simply scan the 
QR codes below to 
learn more about 
our industry-leading 
technology.

Xmicrobe Overview

Xmicrobe Technology

Xmicrobe Application
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• Approved for both hard and soft surfaces
• Easy to apply and clean
• Aviation grade
• Highest safety rating; Hypergreen product
• Environmentally friendly, VOC and CFC free
• Remains active on treated surfaces 24/7
• Leaves behind a biostatic finish that 

controls odor-causing microbes
• Fastest application on the market - apply in 

5 minutes 



Frequently Asked Questions
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All-in-One Interior
Stain and Odor Protection 

Where does Xmicrobe Interior Protection come from?
Xmicrobe All-in-One Interior Protection comes from a Dow Corning Technology used and developed 
for the aerospace industry. 

It is essentially a modified sand molecule with a silane bonding agent, which is as harmless to the 
environment as sand. It can be compared to the likeness of super glue, with its covalent bond. The fact 
is, it is a distant cousin of super glue. Xmicrobe All in One Interior Protection is a Hypergreen solution 
that covalently bonds with the surface to which it’s applied.

Is Xmicrobe Interior Protection Safe?
Xmicrobe All in One Interior Protection carries the industry’s highest safety rating. It does not wear 
off the surface and is made with Hypergreen technology. Xmicrobe All-in-One Interior Protection is 
accepted, registered, and used worldwide. Our environmentally friendly nanotechnology system 
leaves behind a biostatic layer of protection on treated surfaces. Our revolutionary system is designed 
and formulated to provide stain protection and odor resistance. It will not rub off onto the skin or 
into the environment. It does not setup an environment that encourages the development of resistive 
organisms (super-bugs). Our technology is a safe, proven technology with a thirty-year history across 
multiple industries.

Why should I use Xmicrobe Interior Protection?
Because you care about protecting yourself and those you love from odor-causing microbes, mold, 
and mildew. Xmicrobe All-in-One Interior Protection technology provides your family, your employees, 
and your customers with the highest level of environmentally friendly protection available, giving you 
greater peace of mind. Xmicrobe is effective in protecting against a broad spectrum of odor-causing 
microbes. It bonds to nearly all materials and surfaces, both hard and soft.

What makes our products stand out?
Our technology provides long-term protection on treated surfaces with a product that will not degrade 
vehicle interiors. Feel confident with a product that will leave a biostatic finish that protects against 
odor-causing microbes, 24/7, for years. Xmicrobe’s technology significantly reduces cleaning costs. 
Cleaning time is also greatly reduced in areas treated with our product, allowing for more efficiency 
and effectiveness, while maintaining a refreshing and neutral smell.


